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1

Color Histogram and Color Co-occurrence Matrix are
used to extract color and spatial feature from query image
and images in image database.
The multidimensional indexing is used after the
process of extracting color and spatial feature and stored
the values of Hue, Saturation, Value, Color Histogram
and Color co-occurrence matrix with the images for
increasing retrieval speed.
Further the Feature Matching algorithm is used to sort
the similar images. Applying classification is used to
reduce the images in the search space. So, the images are
classified and fixed numbers of images are to be
retrieved.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Review
of the literature summarized in Section 2. In Section 3,
the methods of feature extraction are to be summarized.
Multidimensional indexing explained in Section 4. In
Section 5, feature matching process is proposed.
Conclusions are proposed in Section 6. Then the list of
references is provided finally.

Abstract - In the present days, Images are widely used
everywhere. The Image retrieval are classified into content
based image retrieval that is using image contents such as
color, texture, shape and spatial information and context
based image retrieval that is using annotated text. Content
Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) is a well-known technique
for effective image retrieval. The fused features are used to
retrieve more similar images from the database. Color
histogram is the widely used method to extract color
features which is liberates translation, rotation and scaling
of image and avoid spatial feature. The color co-occurrence
matrix of HSV of a pixel extracts spatial feature. The
Proposed CBIR system have a fused feature of weighted 3*3
block color histogram and color co-occurrence matrix. The
images in the database are indexed with Feature vectors
which are used to increase the speed of retrieval. The
Feature Matching process is carried out using Euclidean
distance of color histogram and color co-occurrence matrix.
Further the images are classified which reduce the number
of images in the search space and required number of
images is to be retrieved.
Keywords- Block Color histogram, Color co-occurrence
Matrix, Content Based Image Retrieval, Euclidean distance,
HSV Color space

II. REVIEW O F L ITERATURE
Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) System is
accessing image in an effective way [1]. The traditional
way of an annotated image using text, lacks the
automatic and effective description of the image. The
main idea of CBIR is to analyze image information by
low level features of an image [2], which include color,
texture, shape and space relationship of objects etc.,
CBIR employs in many areas including military affairs,
medical science, education, architectural design etc.
CBIR system includes QBIC [3], Photobook [4],
VisualSEEk [5], Virage [6], Netra [7] and SIMPLIcity
[8] etc. Histogram is the most commonly used technique
to describe features of image [13]. Shape [10], texture
[11] and spatial features [12] etc. were implemented to
improve the CBIR. Because of the simplicity and
robustness, color is the most effective feature. Color
histograms are used to extract color feature [13]. HSV
color space are used to represent color for better human
visual perception [14,15].

I. INTRODUCTION
Images are widely used nowadays. Image retrieval
employs vital role in Military affairs, education, medical
science, agriculture etc. Image retrieval can be classified
as context based image retrieval and content based image
retrieval. Searching of images using keywords and text
which is called context based image retrieval, won’t give
better result instead of image content.
The image contents are color, texture, shape and
spatial information. Three stages in Image retrieval are,
1. Feature extraction from image database and query
image.
2. Feature Matching Process between query image and
image database and index the images in the
database.
3. Classified the images in the database and fixed
number of images is to be retrieved.
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Color co_occurrence matrix is used for HSV color
space [9]. Images can be retrieved quickly and accurately
by using fused low-level features [13]. In the Feature
matching process, the query image is divided into two
blocks, and each image in the database is also divided
into two blocks and histograms are also calculated
separately, comparison was made separately and finally
by considering all local histograms a sorted order of best
suitable images were generated, final search results were
displayed from the sorted order [17,19]. For Indexing the
images in the database, SS-tree indexing is superior for
similarity indexing applications Compared with R*-tree
indexing [18]. The SR-Tree [24] enhances the disjoint
among regions which improves the performance on
nearest neighbor queries. The SR-Tree is the best multi
dimensional indexing structure among the SS-tree
[18,23], the R*-Tree [21,22] and the K-D-B –Tree [20].
K-NN is considered one of the simplest machine learning
algorithms [25], to classify the images.

3.1 Color feature extract by Color Histogram
Color histogram defined as a set of bins where each
bin denotes the probability of pixels in the image being
of a particular color. There are two types of color
histograms, Global color histograms and Local color
histogram. A Global Color Histogram represents one
whole image (Figure 2) with a single-color histogram.
A Local Color Histogram divides an image into fixed
blocks and takes the color histogram of each of those
blocks. By observation, 3*3 block color histogram is
better than global color histogram from the human visual
perception [13]. There are two types of division in 3*3
block color histogram.
The 3*3 block color histogram has two types. These
are
Type 1: Equally divided and same weight given for each
division
Type 2: Unequally divided and double the weight given
for center division (Figure 3).
In the proposed System Type 2 is used with weight
(Figure 4).

III. EXTRACT T HE COLOR AND S PATIAL
INFORMATION
The image features are extracted using color histogram
and color co-occurrence matrix. Before extracting, the
image is quantized.
This is the process of reducing number of bins by
taking color that are very similar to each other and
putting them in the same bin. Maximum bin in Mat lab is
256.
This is the CBIR architecture (Figure 1) of proposed
content based image retrieval system.

3.2 Spatial feature Extract by Color Co-occurrence
Matrix
Color co-occurrence matrix represents threedimensional matrix where the colors of any pair are along
the first and second dimension and the spatial distance
between them along the third. In this paper, CCM is
simplified to represent the number of color (hue) pairs
between adjacent pixels in the image. For each pixel in
the image, 4-neighbors (horizontal and vertical
neighbors) are accounted [16].
Let I be an N×M image quantized to m colors, and
p(x, y) is the color of the image pixel (x, y). Then, the
simplified CCM is given by

Feature Extraction
(Color and Spatial Information)

H I (i,j) = η(( p( x, y), p(N( x, y ) )) == (i, j))
=α
Multidimensional Indexing

(1)

Where η indicates the number of times
(p(x,y),p(N(x,y)))equals the value of the color indices (i,j)
and N(x,y) indicates 4-neighbours of the pixel of (x,y).
Ci(x,y) is given by

Feature Matching Process using Euclidean
Distance and sort the image

Ci

(2)
And the normalization constant α is

Classify and required no of images is to be
retrieved

, for the total

number of pixel pairs (p (x, y), p(N(x,y))) is
approximately 4*N*M by discounting the difference of
boundary pixels.

Figure 1: CBIR Architecture
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The simplified CCM is symmetric because the
adjacent pixels pairs are neighbors of each other. In this
paper, color was quantized to 16 colors, since empirically
16 colors (in hue model) are sufficient for proper color
invariant object retrieval. Therefore, the dimension of
simplified CCM is 16×16.
IV. INDEXING
Indexing is used to reduce the time required for query
operation. It will minimize the time of average case and
also the worst case. It also supports dynamic insertion
and deletion.
For applying this technique to the huge databases, we
need to efficiently create multi dimensional index
structures, supporting nearest neighbor query. SR-Tree
performed most efficiently among other similarity
indexing structure. It occupies less volume of space and
it supports classification.
The Proposed CBIR system is using SR-Tree
algorithm after the process of extracting color and spatial
feature and stored the values of Hue, Saturation, Value,
Color Histogram and Color co-occurrence matrix with
the images.

Figure 2: Original Image

Step 4: Calculate the histogram for each block of the
image separately.

Figure 3: Segmented Image
with 1:2:1 Proportion

V. FEATURE M ATCHING P ROCESS
The following steps are used for indexing the images
in the image database.
Step 1: Similarity measures between image used as query
and the images in database using Euclidean distance of
Weighted 3*3 block color histogram (EDwbch(Ii )).
Step 2: Similarity measures between image used as query
and the images in database using Euclidean distance of
Color Co-occurrence Matrix of HSV of a pixel
(EDccm(Ii )).
Step 3: Images stored in the database are sorted using the
addition of distance value from step 1 and step 2
(EDwbch(Ii ) + EDccm(Ii )).
Algorithm for measuring similarity between query image
and the images in database using Euclidean distance of
weighted 3*3 block color histogram
(EDwbch(Ii ))
Step 1: Input Query Image and Image Database.
Step 2: Read the Query Image.
Step 3: The image can be segmented into 3*3 weighted
block according to the Proportion 1:2:1.

1

2

1

2

4

2

1

2

1

Figure 4: Weight for each block

Step 5: Read the image from the given database.
Step 6: Do the step 3 – 5 for all the images in the
database and stored as an array for future use.
Step 7: Compare the 1st block color histogram of image
in database with 1st block color histogram of query image
using Euclidean distance di =

this

process for all blocks and calculate the distance as
dis(Q,I)his=
di where Wi is the weight of the ith
block and di is the Euclidean distance of the ith block.
Step 8: The distance marked as EDwbch(Ii ) of the image
in the database.
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Step 9: Continue the step 7 and 8 until all the images are
to be read from the image database.
Algorithm for similarity measure using Euclidean
distance of Color Co-occurrence Matrix of HSV of a
pixel (EDccm(Ii )).
The following steps are used to find the similar images
Step 1: Load the image database .
Step 2: Quantize the images in image database for
[16,16].
Step 3: Convert the images from RGB to HSV.
Step 4: Formulate CCM of HSV of a pixel.
Step 5: Load the Query image.
Step 6: Apply the procedure 2-4 to find HSV values of
Query image.
Step 7: Determine the Euclidean distance of Query image
with database.
Step 8: The distance of Color co-occurrence matrix is
marked as EDccm(Ii ) of the image in the database.
The images in the database are sorted using the
distance value and then the images are classified and
fixed no of images are to be retrieved.

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]
[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, feature extraction can be carried out on
unequally divided and double the weight given for center
division of image using 3*3 block color Histogram for
color feature and Color Co-occurrence Matrix of HSV of
a pixel for spatial feature. The images are indexed by
feature vectors like Hue, saturation, value, color
histogram and CCM . The feature matching process is
using Euclidean distance. Then the images are classified
and the fixed number of images is to be retrieved. Also
try another feature matching process to give the better
result. Therefore, to provide better performance of
retrieving more images are needed on the basis of these
techniques.
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